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1. the introduction of something new

February
2019

AN INTRIGUING EMAIL
Rev. Matt Short of the Greater Milwaukee Synod (GMS) sent an
intriguing email to me (Pastor Carolyn) last February. The Synod
was in the early stages of launching a process called Faithful
Innovation. Pastor Matt was hopeful that Kingo would take part.
Faithful Innovation “is a process, not a program, in which a
group of congregations form an intentional ‘learning community.’
Together those congregations commit to one another in a ninemonth learning experience. Through prayer, skill-building, action
and reflection they address the pressing questions about the
future of God’s church.” (GMS Faithful Innovation guidelines)
The Kingo Council and I had just been discussing the changing
nature of the church and the importance of connecting with the
greater community. Might Faithful Innovation be what Kingo
needed? I told Pastor Matt that Kingo would give it a go.
Forming Kingo’s Faithful Innovation learning community proved
to be difficult because it’s a process, not a program. It’s about
being out in the community, not remaining inside our building.
It’s about relating with our neighbors, not expecting our neighbors
to be like us. One by one, Kingo’s Faithful Innovation learning
community grew.
We were ready to:
1) trace God’s movements in our lives and neighborhoods;
2) try little experiments that would help us discover God in
the community; and
3) share our learning through reflection and further
experiments.

RECRUITING
INNOVATORS
Pastor Carolyn invited
4 of us — or at least that
was how many said
yes! — to meet with
other congregations in
our synod to explore
new ways to connect
with our communities.

WE SAID YES!

Melissa McCorkle
Jonathon Gideon
Kathy Jeans Glaser
Danette Braun
Pastor Carolyn
theological advisor
Rob Buettner,
Martin Luther Church
coach

the

Mar 3
2019

Apr 14-21
2019

May 4-17
2019

Training #1:
TRACING GOD’S MOVEMENT IN OUR LIVES & NEIGHBORHOODS
We went to the first cohort training at Velobahn
Coffee & Cycle with open minds but few details. We
participated in a few exercises to mull how we might
hone our listening skills, creatively gather other’s
opinions on needs and strengths in our community,
and how Kingo could be more engaged in what God
is already doing in our neighborhood. We left the
meeting with seeds of thought germinating on identifying needs around us.

 OBSERVATIONS FROM MINDFUL WALKS / WELLNESS WALKS 

#
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Data Collection:
MINDFUL WALKS / WELLNESS WALKS
During Holy Week, the congregation was asked to take walks in
Kingo’s neighborhood. Cards were
provided that included questions
for each walker to ponder while
walking the neighborhood. At the
Shorewood Connects Spring Clean
Up, community members were
also invited to take neighborhood
walks. The Faithful Innovation team
then followed up with each of the
twelve Kingo members and neighbors who responded to the request
to record their observations. These
observations were used in crafting
the next steps to be taken.
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May 6
2019

May 26
2019

DWELLING IN THE WORD
The goal of Faithful Innovation is simple (or is it?)…
listening to God in our local contexts. We practiced this
through Dwelling in the Word, an ancient method of reading
scripture that allows the Holy Spirit to speak to us. The method
consists of listening to scripture and responding to three questions:
1. What caught your attention?
2. What do you want to ask?
3. How is the Holy Spirit speaking to us?
There’s no right or wrong response, and responses may
vary greatly.
We dwelled on Acts 16:6-15 and the Holy Spirit spoke to us
loudly; but we didn’t just dwell on Acts 16:6-15 that one afternoon; we dwelled on that same scripture every time we met.
Amazingly, the Holy Spirit spoke to us in new ways every
time! One Sunday in worship the Kingo worshipping community
dwelled on that passage together. It might not have been entirely
comfortable for everyone but that didn’t keep that Holy Spirit
from speaking. The Kingo Council is now dwelling on that
same passage at the beginning of each Council meeting.
Thanks be to God for dwelling with us and speaking words of
hope and life!

Training #2:
USING ACTION LEARNING TO DISCOVER GOD’S LEADING
At the second training churches shared and reflected on the experience of neighborhood walks and Dwelling in the Word. Teams were feeling varying levels of
frustration at attempts to behave into new ways of thinking. We reviewed the
operating assumptions of Faithful Innovation:
1. God is active in the world.
2. The Church’s renewal is tied up with joining God in the world.
3. God begins with us where we are.
4. Where we are is where we need to be.
5. We have much to learn.
Faithful Innovation is a process of listening, trying, reflecting, and sharing. Like
the disciples in Acts 16:6-15, we only take one step of the journey at a time,
trusting the Holy Spirit to provide direction along the way. At times the Holy
Spirit “forbids” us from going where we want to go and redirects us where we
need to go.
* Bishop Paul Erickson

Take a deep breath and take the next step…

Greater MKE Synod ELCA

www.Kingo.org
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Cross+Talk:
WHAT IS FAITHFUL INNOVATION?
June 2
2019

You know what Faithful
Innovation is when you
experience it, but it’s not
easy to explain. Our team
was beginning to grab
hold of the wisdom of the
process, but we were pretty
sure the congregation
didn’t “get it” yet. We
used Cross+Talk time to
share a little about what
Faithful Innovation IS and
IS NOT.

Jul-Aug
2019

Experiment #1:
MEETING NEIGHBORS ON THE TRAIL
The Oak Leaf Trail is a well-used resource whose large new access
point perfectly frames Kingo as viewed from the trail. Many of our
mindful walkers had noticed that people in our neighborhood are an
active bunch. Many congregation members also enjoy the Oak Leaf
Trail. What a perfect location to go out and meet our neighbors! An
invitation was printed in the announcements asking for members
willing to spend an hour on the trail meeting neighbors. We
received a number of responses. Congregation members were paired
with team members for trail sitting. These dynamic duos met bikers,
walkers, and runners and asked them, “where are you from and
where are you going?” The responses were tallied on a a simple
signboard titled Meet the Neighbors. The sheer numbers were
striking – over 140 people each hour! – as were the people that were
curious and stopped to talk, to learn more about what we were doing
and simply to connect. What a privilege to hear people’s stories.
This got our minds thinking about all the ways we could partner on
wellness with our neighbors!
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WORDS FOR WELLNESS
An announcement was made in worship
by the Faithful Innovation Task Force
that a new experiment would be underway.
Because of what we had learned while
walking in the neighborhood and spending
time on the Oak Leaf Trail, our team
decided to make signs to “cheer on”
individuals who choose wellness by
running, walking, and biking on the
trail. The response from the congregation was overwhelming! Worshippers
enthusiastically created beautiful signs
together, and made the pledge to come
back the following week to hit the trail
and cheer!

Aug 18
2019

www.Kingo.org
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Experiment #2:
BACK TO THE TRAIL

Aug 25
2019

#
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The Oak Leaf Trail “Cheering Squad” gathered
at the entrance to the trail across from Kingo
with the signs made from the previous week.
With messages of You Got This! to You Chose
Wellness! and You Can Do It! - about 12 individuals from Kingo cheered on delighted
(and some confused) active community members. Many questioned our presence on the trail,
to which we responded with our only mission—
to bring positivity and encouragement. We met
many individuals on the trail and engaged in
meaningful conversations, most notably with a
scout troop hiking 25 miles for a merit badge!
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Sept 8
2019

Oct 6
2019

Training #3:
INTENTIONAL REFLECTION ON OUR ACTIONS
Action learning requires intentional reflection so we
can see what God might be teaching us. Our third
training will focus on learning to share what we’ve
learned from the action learning experiments we did.

GOD’S WORK. OUR HANDS.
This fall we experienced
our greatest participation
on God’s Work Our Hands
Sunday. As many as 20
Kingo members went into
the community, delivering
cookies to neighborhood
organizations and picking up
trash along Capitol Drive.

GOD IS ACTIVE in the world!
GOD IS RENEWING God’s Church, inviting us to join God in the world.
GOD BEGINS with us where we are.
WHERE WE ARE is where we need to be.
We have MUCH TO LEARN.
www.Kingo.org
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